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We are based on the BSC blockchain and rewards will be in ETH 
BEP20. Formula ia a highly unique reward token of the second largest 
crypto currency Ethereum (ETH). We are a one-of-a-kind rewards token 
with low buy and sell tax of 13%. Holders of Formula will be able to track 
their ETH rewards on our custom built D’App. By just simply adding the 
ETH asset to your Metamask wallet, your rewards will be automatically 
paid.

Ethereum (ETH) is the second largest crypto currency asset with the highest 
level of capabilities. Ethereum is entirely programmable meaning you can 
also build and deploy decentralized applications on its network. There is no 
limit to which ETH can go, allowing for long term innovation on the
blockchain. In addition to this ETH is on the brink of completing the
unification of Proof of Consensus layer with the existing execution layer. This 
will transform the entirety of the asset driving a 90% drop in new ETH 
issuance and a more than 99% reduction n electricity consumption of the 
network.

By rewarding our holders in ETH, we seek to provide long term passive 
income of a powerhouse crypto currency.

INTRODUCTION

WHY ETH REWARDS?



VALUES
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To ensure we deliver the highest level of ETH rewards to our
investors, the community will be in complete control of every
major decision throughout the project. A strong cohesive
community will guarantee the triumph of Formula. 

Formula provides rewards in ETH which is set to
reduce their energy consumption by 99%. We fully
support the transiiton of ETH to a low energy
consmuption and minimal carbon footprint crypto
asset. Providing our holders long term sustainable
income in ETH, is an investment in the long term
future crypto and our planet.

Every successful project is down to the relationship 
between the owners and community. In every 
aspect of the project, our investors will have full 
transparency through clear open communication. 
We will ensure we have full trust of the community 
to take the project to the top.

As a tax rewards token for ETH, we strive to have a high level of
volume consistently. In addition to this, we want to provide long
term passive income to our investors in the most bullish asset in
the crypto sphere. To ensure we meet our vision various marketing
strategies will be implemented at every stage of the project.

Vision

Community Piloted

Sustainability 

Transparency 



ECOSYSTEM
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Formula is an addition to the Compounded Ecosystem. The formula  for
interest is to get compounded! Compounded Interest Formula! The whole
concept of the ecosystem is for holders to hold and earn rewards, by
holding Compounded holders earn BUSD, by holding Interest holders
earn BTC and by holding Formula, holders earn ETH! For every buy and
sell transaction of Formula, ETH rewards are distributed to automatically
holders. That means you earn ETH by simply holding your tokens in your
wallet. Watch your net worth grow by every transaction performed within
our network.



TOKONOMICS
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4%...............................................................................BUYBACK................ 

............................................................... 2% .............................................. 

Liquidity

7% ............................................................................... BEP-20 ETH 

rewards

Name .......................................................................................... FORMULA

Symbol .......................................................................................$FORMULA

Decimals .....................................................................................9 

Blockchain .................................................................................. BSC

Type ........................................................................................... BEP20

Contract: ................... 0xd5734f622729B45197785b7f74Df71332d25Ea5B

 

Buy and sell tax  13% 



3000 Telegram members
Website Deployed
Socials live
CMC AND CG obtained
Organic Marketing Push
Detailed Whitepaper
 

Certik audit
Real life Utility Devlopment 
Major partnerships
CEX listing on top exchanges

6000 Telegram members 
CEX platform 
Big Influencer marketing push
3000 holders
Frequent Giveaways

ROADMAP

Phase 1 

Phase 3 Expansion

Phase 2 
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JOIN US ON

THANK YOU
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formula is here to reward its investors in the most bullish crypto currency in
the crypto sphere. With our low tax mechanisms we will go to the far
reaches of the metaverse.

The power is our community, so whatever you decide will lead us to achieve
our vision and proposer far and beyond.

CONCLUSION

https://inuverse.life/
https://inuverse.life/
https://inuverse.life/
https://inuverse.life/
https://inuverse.life/
https://inuverse.life/


The information in this white paper is subject to change or update 
without any prior notice. It should not be construed as a commitment, 

promise, or guarantee to anyone by the Compounded team.
 

The Compounded team accepts no liability for damages, whether 
consequential or indirectly, of any kind arising from the use, reference, 

or reliance on the contents of this whitepaper. So by no means should it 
be construed as an offer for sale or subscription of or any invitation to 
buy or subscribe for any securities. We take no responsibility for any 

damages or consequences that may occur from the content of this white 
paper.
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DISCLAIMER


